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Handwriting

1. In your pink ‘Home Learning’ books 
(or on a piece of paper) copy the 
following poem in your best joined 
handwriting.

2. Now copy the handwriting pattern 
underneath in your book five times. 
Remember to take your time!

Eletelephony

Once there was an elephant,

Who tried to use the telephant—

No! No! I mean an elephone

Who tried to use the telephone—

(Dear me! I am not certain quite

That even now I’ve got it right.)

However it was, he got his trunk

Entangled in the telephunk;

The more he tried to get it free,

The louder buzzed the telephee—

(I fear I’d better drop the song

Of elephop and telephong!)



SPaG – Spelling Tricky Words the ‘ch’ Spelling Pattern

Copy the following words neatly into your book. 

1. Circle the ones which have a soft ‘ch’ sound as in machine
2. Highlight the ones which have a hard ‘ch’ sound as in chemist
3. Underline the ones which have a ‘ch’ sound as in cheese

chaos  chimney   choreography  choir   

China   match achieve     archaeologist   

brochure   parachute  chocolate    chemistry 

chilly   chalet    scheme echo    

chopsticks     chorus     stomach   orchestra    

coach
Alternatively, organise the words into three separate columns with the following headings: 
soft ‘ch’ sound; hard ‘ch’ sound; ‘ch’ sound

ACTIVITY: Sort the ‘ch’ words!



Sort the ch words! ANSWERS
Soft ‘ch’ sound:
brochure, parachute, chalet

Hard ‘ch’ sound:
chaos, choreography, choir, archaeologist, 
Chemistry, scheme, echo, chorus, stomach, orchestra

‘ch’ sound:
chimney, China, match, achieve, chocolate, chilly, 
chopsticks, coach

SPaG – Spelling Tricky Words the ‘ch’ Spelling Pattern



Writing
Step 1:
Click on this link to the Oak National Academy website.

Step 2:
Scroll down to ‘Letter of Complaint.’

Step 3:
Click on Lesson 4. 

Step 4:
Follow the slides, watch the 
video and complete all of the 
activities in your Home 
Learning book.

The worksheets for the 
independent tasks are
on the following slides of this 
resource if you would like to 
print them to use.

https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-year/year-6/subjects/english/


Writing
1. Click on ‘Start Lesson’.  2. Watch the video.

3. Complete the activity. 
4. Finish with the quiz. 











Reading

Read a book of your choice for 30 minutes. 
Log into Bug Club to read a book that has been allocated to 
you by your teacher. 

Look out for the quizzes in each book using this symbol:

You will get a question 
something like this:

Make sure you answer carefully as your teacher will be 
checking your responses.



Our second music lesson is called: 

Singing in harmony

In this lesson we will learn about harmony 
and then learn a new song written by an 
A-level Music student.

Click on the following link to begin this 
lesson: 

Oak National Academy

Inquiry – Creative

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/singing-in-harmony-431138

